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Abstract. The Berkeley Transients Classification Pipeline (TCP) is a paral-
lelized source identification, classification, and broadcast pipeline which ingests
several real-time data torrents and emits science events of pre-articulated in-
terest. The TCP’s classification machine-learning algorithms are trained using
a comprehensive science class hierarchy of light-curves which are resampled to
emulate the cadence and quality of incoming observatory data streams. The
referenced classified light-curves are contained within our growing public data
warehouse, DotAstro.org4. To effectively distinguish a source’s classification
from neighboring classes or hierarchical parents, dozens of real-number metrics
(“features”) are derived from its light-curve, color information, spatial context,
and historical data. Upon science class identification (or reclassification), a
VOEvent XML containing all available information is broadcast to subscribed
telescopes and science groups for followup. Subsequently acquired data for that
source can then be fed back to DotAstro.org which the TCP will use to reinforce
its internal model of the source’s science class.

1. TCP and the Palomar Transients Factory

The TCP is designed to operate on several sources of data: locally stored his-
torical surveys, a lightcurve repository which represents most known variable
science types, and real-time photometry data streams. TCP’s initial real-time
data stream is generated by the Palomar Transients Factory’s (PTF) difference
photometry pipeline.

PTF is a dedicated survey which uses a 7.8 deg2 mosaic of CCDs that is
attached to the Palomar 48 inch telescope. The primary purpose of PTF is to
consistently map the available sky using 1 minute cadenced exposures with the
intent to discover a variety of galactic and extragalactic transient sources and
events (Rau et al. 2009). The TCP, in combination with PTF, will identify
and alert follow-up telescopes and end users to these newly discovered transient
sources. These follow-up resources include 50% time on the Palomar 60 inch
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telescope, a percentage of time on the autonomous, near-infrared PAIRITEL
telescope (Bloom et al. 2005), as well as shared time at other observatories.

PTF obtained first-light in December, 2008 and the TCP will begin ingest
and transient identification during the telescope commissioning phase during the
first few months of 2009.

2. Light Curve Warehouse: DotAstro.org

In order to train and test the TCP time-series classification algorithms, we’ve
collected representative light curves for most variable and transient science types.
Since the TCP is designed to be applicable to other surveys and data streams
in addition to PTF, our collection includes data in optical, near-IR, and other
wavebands.

To do this, over the summer of 2008 our group began populating an internal
light curve warehouse. At present it consists of 100 science classes, containing
20,000 sources which were derived from 100 papers and published studies. In
November 2008 we unveiled a public resource named DotAstro.org (Brewer et
al. 2009), which provides a public interface to this light curve warehouse as well
as other time-series and motion-related data, in what will evolve to a general
astronomical “time-domain” warehouse.

3. The Training of Classification Algorithms

To build classification algorithms which are applicable to the observing cadences
and depth of PTF, and which are trained using light curves from a variety of
different telescopes and surveys, we generated a software framework to resample
available training data. We developed a “noisification” package which allows
us to simulate light curves as they would be, when acquired using a magnitude
limited telescope or observed using a sampling cadence like that of PTF. Once
the noisification code has generated a set of re-sampled data, each new light curve
then has its “features” generated so that we can train or test our classification
algorithms taking into account the now wider variety of observation cadences,
limits, and noises.

4. Classification Algorithms

The TCP is primarily a Python-based system which uses the parallel tasking
abilities of IPython (Perez et al. 2007) to perform source identification and
classification on multi computer nodes. The parallel aspect of the TCP allows
several different classification schemas to be simultaneously explored for a source.
Currently we use “Weka” (Witten et al. 1999) to build and explore various
machine learning algorithms. In the future, other Python native packages (mlpy,
Rpy) may be used instead for efficiency. Additionally, we are incorperating
astronomer-crafted classification algorithms and decision trees to improve class
identification for certain science types, specially supernovae and microlensing.

Current classification algorithms being explored include various decision
trees, Bayesian based algorithms, and hierarchical classification hybrids of these.
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Figure 1. A confusion matrix representing a 78% effective classification
model encompassing 30 variable science classes. Notice how off-diagonal power
tends to cluster with similar physical systems (such as eclipsing and pulsating
sources), suggesting similar characteristics and a need for better distinguish-
ing features

We are also interested in implementing a pairwise bayesian voting system in the
near future. Figure 1.

Figure 1 is a “confusion matrix” for a 78% effective classification model
which encompassed 30 variable science classes. The bagged, Random Forest
classification algorithm which was used took into account science class “costs”,
which helped equalize the weighting of both over and under sampled science
training sets.

Notice that several regions along the diagonal show a confusion between
individual science classes. Often these uneasily resolved neighbors are within a
similar science family (eg., eruptive, pulsating, eclipsing, ...). By constructing
classification models which begin with these science families, initial classification
can just be the resolution of these more general science types. Then, knowing the
most probable family of science a source belongs to, further refined classifications
can be attempted. This is why hierarchical classification is useful or necessary
when dozens of potential science classes exist.

5. Source Creation

Unlike with static surveys, the input stream to TCP is continuous and the ‘true’
position of a source is not known (or necessarily fixed). Thus, association of
detected objects with sources is more adaptive than simple clustering. Our
evolving source determination code is more ideal for our stream of object data.
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In our algorithm, for an object to match a source, we require the Bayesian odd
ratio of association vs. disjoint probabilities to be less than some sigma threshold
(Bloom et al. 2008).
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